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INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with theorems of D. Jackson and S. N. Bernstein,
and with more recent ones due to M. Zamansky and S. B. Steckin. In Butzer
and Scherer ([5], [6]) it was shown that the assertions of these four theorems
are equivalent to each other for polynomials of best approximation in
C2,,-space, as well as in an arbitrary Banach space X in the setting of the
theory of intermediate spaces. Our aim here is to establish these theorems
in the dual setting, and to develop a theory of best approximation in the dual
Banach space X', assuming such a theory as known in X.

For this purpose, the fundamental results are first stated in C2,,-space in
Theorem I, and then extended to Banach spaces in Theorem II. These results
can be found with proofs in [5], [6], but the emphasis here lies in working out
the basic concepts and ideas used when passing over from the C2" to the
abstract setting. This has been carried out in greater detail than in [5], [6],
especially the topological questions, in order to obtain, in Section 2, an
approach to the dual theory which is as intuitive as possible and yet as
rigorous as necessary. The central role in the proofs is played by Jackson and
Bernstein type inequalities for best approximation and approximants,
respectively, as well as by their connection with the K interpolation method
of Peetre ([10], [11]). Thus, Section 1 of the paper is partly of expository
character. .

In Section 2 concepts leading to a definition of dual best approximation
are developed in all detail. In this connection, four basic duality relations
[(8)-(11)] are presented. Two of these [namely, (9) and (10)] had previously
been used by Singer and Buck in another context. Dual Jackson and Bernstein
type inequalities are studied. Our main result is Theorem III, the dual version
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of Theorem II. An application to approximation theoretical characterizations
of Banach spaces of periodic distributions is given by Theorem IV, the dual
version of Theorem I.

1. PROBLEM AND RESULTS IN BANACH SPACES

Let tn(x) be a trigonometric polynomial of degree ~(n - 1), n EN,
N being the set of all nonnegative integers, and let Tn be the corresponding
linear space, the space To consisting of the constant zero. If C21T denotes the
space of all continuous 27r-periodic functions with norm 1I/IIc =

'1T
maxxe[-1T.1T]lf(x)!, we call

(n EN)

the best approximation of f E C21T by elements of Tn' and denote by
tn*(1) = tn*(1; x) E Tn the polynomial of best approximation to f In this
context, the well-known theorem of Weierstrass states that

Another fundamental theorem of approximation theory is the following

THEOREM 11. Let f E C21T . The following assertions are equivalent to each
other for 0 ~ k < 0 < I (k, lEN):

f (k) EC21T and

sup nOllf - tn *(1)11 < 00,
O<n~oo C'1T

sup nO- k II fCk) - t*(k)(I)11 < 00,
O<n~oo n ~1T

sup nO- 1 II t*(O(I)11 < 00.
O<n~oo n C'1T

(Ia)

(Ib)

(Ie)

The implication (Ia) => (Ie) is due to M. Zamansky [17], and (Ia) :::> (Ib),
is due to S. B. Steckin [14]. The implication (Ie) :::> (Ia) was first shown by
Butzer-Pawelke [3] for L21T-space and then for C21T (as well as for L21T ,
1 ~ p < (0) by G. Sunouchi ([15], (16]). The theorem as a whole is to be
found in Butzer-Scherer ([5], [6]). For extensions to the n dimensional torus,
as well as to a general class of manifolds including compact Lie groups, see
H. Johnen ([7], [8a]).

Let Lip* a: = {IE C21T : supo<t<oo t-cx.w2(f; t; C21T) < oo} and lip* a: =
{f E C21T : limt->o+ t-cx.W2(f, t; C21T) = O} for a: > 0, where
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is the modulus of smoothness of order 1 <;; lEN, with

Jhlf(x) = ±(_l)l-T (;) f(x + rh).
T~O

Then, in addition to Theorem 11, the approximation theorems of D.
Jackson and S. N. Bernstein as well as their extensions by A. Zygmund state

THEOREM 12. Iff E C2" and () = iX + r, where r E Nand 0 < iX < 2, then
assertion (fa) is equivalent to

f(T) E Lip* ix. (Id)

It is of interest to generalize Theorems I 1, 12 to arbitrary Banach spaces.
This was one of the tasks of Butzer-Scherer ([4], [5], [6]). In this connection
we mention two important inequalities which playa fundamental role in the
proofs of the equivalence of the assertions (Ia)-(Id). The Jackson inequality
asserts that

En(f; C2,,) <;; C(n + 1)-T En(f; q~») <;; C(n + 1)-T Ilflle(r)
21T

while the Bernstein inequality reads

(fE q~),

(le
21T

)

!I tn Ile(,) ::s;; nr II tn lie
217 21T

Here, C~:> is the Banach subspace of C2" of all functionsffor whichj<T) E C21T ,

with norm II flle(') = Ilflle + Ilf(T) lie .
• 211 211 21T

In order to formulate the desired results in the abstract setting, the
preceding concepts must first be transcribed to Banach spaces. Thus, we
replace the space C21T by an arbitrary Banach space X, and the sequence
{Tn}~ by a sequence of closed subspaces {Pn}~:

Po = {O} C Pl C P2 C ... C Pn C ... C Xl.

We can then define for everyfE X

(1)

(n EN),

and to obtain a closer connection between {Pn}"" and X we demand, as a
generalization of the theorem of Weierstrass,

lim En(f; X) = 0
nc>oo

(fE X).

1 The symbol HC", here and in the following, means that, algebraically, one space is
contained in the other, and that, topologically, the identity map is continuous, i.e., in case
of Banach spaces Y contained in X, II fllx <; IIflly holds for all fEY. If Y C X and XC Y
for any two Banach spaces, we shall write X ~ Y. If we want to emphasize a merely
algebraic equality, we simply write X = Y.
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Thus, U: Pn - P is dense in X, and this is no essential restriction on X;
for, otherwise, we could work with the closure of P in X. A subspace of
smooth elements in X, such as C~~) in C21T , is given by an approximation space
Y of X which satisfies by definition

PC YCX. (2)

In the following, we shall restrict ourselves to approximation spaces Y
with

lim En(f; Y) = 0
n->oo

(fE Y).

The space q~), for instance, satisfies (W,,), since it is topologically iso
morphic to C2". •

In order to connect the approximation concepts for X and for Y, we
demand as a generalization of (le.) the Jackson type inequality of order
a?: 0:

(fEY,nEN), (J)

and, as a generalization of (Be.), the Bernstein type inequality of order
a?: 0:

IIPn Ilx?: D(n + 1)-a IIPn Ily (Pn E Pn , n EN), (B)

C, D being positive constants which depend only upon Yand a. In these
two relations, the measure of best approximation of fEY by elements of
Pn and the approximants Pn of Pn are compared in the different norms of the
spaces X and Y; in the case of (J), this means a certain rate of decrease of
En(f; X) and in (B), a certain rate of increase of II Pn Ilx .

A characterization of approximation spaces Y of order a ?: 0, i.e.,
spaces Y satisfying (J) and (B), is given by (see [4], p. 61)

LEMMA 1. Y is an approximation space of X oforder a ?: 0 if, and only if,
for every fEY,

00 1
Ca sup naEn_1(f; X) :s:; Ilflly:S:; Da L [naEn_1(f; X)]-,

O<n<:oo n~l n

where Ca , Da are positive constants depending only upon C, D and a.

Finally, we assume the existence2 of an element Pn*(f; X) E Pn of best
approximation to f in X, i.e.,

II Pn*(f; X) - fllx = En(f X). (n EN). (3)

2 This is no essential restriction; otherwise, instead of Pn*(/; X), we could consider
elements of the sets Pn.a.M (I; X) = {Pn E Pn : III - Pn Ilx ";; En(l; X) + Mn-a II IlIx},
which are nonempty. This is closely related to the notion of "good approximation" (compare
Buck [1]).
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Denoting by l*q the space of all sequences {an}: such that L~ i an iq(l/n) < 00

(SUP1<n<oo I an I < 00, for q = 00), we may state (see [6])

THEOREM Ill. If Y is an approximation space of X of order a ;;;: O. the
following assertions are equivalent for fE X and e> 0, 1 ~ q ~ 00:

{n8En-1(f; X)} E ,*q, (lla)

fE Y {n8
- a Ilf - Pn*(f; X)lly} E ,*q (a < 0) (lib)

{n8
-

a II Pn*(f; X)llyE l*q (0 < a). (lIe)

Since En(f; X) ~ C(n + 1)-aEn(f; Y) ~ C(n + 1)-a Ilf - Pn*(f; X)II y for
everyfE Y, it is an immediate consequence of Theorem III that the assertion

fE Y, (a < 0) (llb*)

K(f, t) - K(f, t; X, Y) = inyf (Ilf - g Ilx + til g Ily)
liE

is equivalent to the assertions (IIa)-(Ilc).
Theorem III is evidently a generalization of the theorems of S. B. Steckin
and M. Zamansky and their converses to Banach spaces. Indeed, in case
X = C2", Y = q~) or Y = q~ and Pn = Tn, it specializes, for q = 00,

to Theorem n. To obtain a generalization of assertion (Id), we replace the
the modulus wl(f, t; C21T) by the functional (see Peetre [10])

(f E X; 0 < t < 00).

(4)

The K-functional K(f, t) has properties similar to those of wl(f, t; C2,,).

Indeed, it is continuous and monotone decreasing in t, with limt->o+ K(f, t)= 0,
for every f E X, and it is a norm on X for each fixed 0 < t < 00. This is even
clearer in view of the fact (see Butzer-Berens [2], pp. 192) that for f E C2" ,

0< B< IE N,

sup t-8w (f, t· C ) < 00 -¢;> sup t-8K(f, tl. C em) < 00 (Sa)
O<t<co l" 211 O<t<:oo "211' 217 '

lim t-8w (f, t· C ) = 0~ lim t-8K(f, t l. CeO) = O. (Sb)
t~O+ l" 21T t~O+ "217' 217'

K(f, t) has the advantage that it is defined for each pair X, Y of Banach
spaces with Y C X, while Wl(f, t, C2,,) is only defined for those spaces for
which the concept of translation exists.

In view of (Sa), the following is a generalization of the theorems of
D. Jackson and S. N. Bernstein to Banach spaces.

THEOREM Il2. Let fE X and let 0 < e< a, I ~ q ~ 00. The assertion
(lla) is equivalent to

{n8K(f, n-·; X, Y)} E l*q .

For a proof, see Peetre [10].

(lIa)
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Finally, we formulate the above results in the terminology of the theory
of intermediate spaces. To this end, we do not consider an individual element
as in Theorem I, but gather all elements satisfying certain properties in a
class. Thus, we define for () > 0, I ~ q ~ 00 (with obvious modifications
for q = 00):

\ 00 1/'1 I
XO.fl = IfE x: Ilfllo.fl;X = (~1 [nOEn_1(f; X)]fl l /n) < OOj;

(X, Y)O/U,fl;K - lJE x: Ilfllo/u,I;K == C~l [nOK(f, n-u; X, Y)]fll/nt
fl

< 001;

(X, Y)oo/ oo'K - {IE X: Ilf[lo/ oo'K < 00, lim (-OK(f, (U; X, Y) = O}.
a, I a. . I~O+

These spaces are all Banach spaces (see, e.g., [4], [11]). From the equivalence
of the assertions (lIa), (lIb*), and (lid) and from the relations (5a), (5b), it
then follows that

XO,fl ~ YO-U,fl ~ (X, Y)O/U/fl:K;

I· * - (C C(2»OIp ex - 217' 217 ",/2,oo;K'

(6)

(7)

We remark that by the same methods not only does the algebraic equality
of these spaces follow but also the topological equality. We conclude this
section with a lemma about inclusion relations among these spaces; they
follows almost by definition or by Lemma 1.

LEMMA 2. The following inclusions hold:

YC (X, Y)O/u.q;KC X (0 < () < a, I ~ q ~ 00),

XO' ,'1 C Xo•'1 C Xe." (0 ~ () ~ ()', I ~ q ~ p ~ 00).

It is the first of these relations which leads one to speak of (X, Y)O/U,fl:K
as intermediate spaces of X and Y.

2. THE DUAL PROBLEM

In the preceding section we extended Theorem I to Banach spaces X and Y,
related by the properties (1), (2), (Wx), (W y ), (1), and (B). This gave
Theorem II. The aim of this section is a dual version of Theorem II,
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thus an analogous theorem for the spaces X', Y' of all bounded linear
functionals defined on X, Yas described above, with

111' IIx' = sup 1(1',f)I/lllllx.
01'/EX

In other words, we shall transfer the preceding theory in Banach spaces into
its dual range.

To this end we develop further a concept of duality in approximation
theory used by Singer [13], Buck [I], etc., in another context. We note that
the two basic approximation theoretic notions of approximant and best
approximation originate in the sequences {(Pn , X)}O', {(Pn , Y)}O' 3 and the
associated sequences {X/(Pn , X)}O', {Y/(Pn , Y)}O' of quotient spaces because,
e.g., En(f; X) can be interpreted as the norm of the equivalence class
1 + (Pn , X) in the quotient space X/(Pn , X).

Now, it is well-known that the duals of (Pn , X), (Pn , Y) and X/(Pn , X),
Y/(Pn , Y) can be identified by a natural isometric isomorphism with
X'/(Pn , X)\ Y'/(Pn , Y)1. and (Pn , X)\ (Pn , Y)\ respectively. Here, (Pn , X)1.
denotes the annihilator of (Pn , X) in X', i.e., the space of all functionals of
X' which vanish on (Pn , X). The norm of X'/(Pn , xy is given by

for l' EX'.

These remarks lead to the following simple but basic relations:

11 Pn' Ilx' = sup I(Pn',f)! (Pn' E (Pn , X)1.),
lEX En(f; X)

En'(f'; X') = sup 1(I',Pn)1 (f' EX'),
P"EPn II Pn IIx

E (f X) = sup I(Pn',f)1 (f EX),
n, P~E(Pn.X)-L II Pn' Ilx'

IIPn Ilx = sup 1<I',Pn)1 ( (P X»Pn En, ,
. I'EX' En'(f'; X')

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

the same relations also holding for y', (Pn , Y)\ and En '(I'; Y'). Relations
(lO),(lI)are obtained bythe canonical embedding of X/(Pn ,X) in (X/(Pn ,X»"
and (Pn , X) in (Pm X)"

3 Here and in the following, it is necessary to distinguish between Pn as a normed subspace
of X and Pn as a normed subspace of Y. We, therefore, write (Pn , X) or (Pn , Y), and
remark that (Pn , X) ~ (P" , Y), in view of (2) and (B).
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On the one hand, in view of the relations (8) and (10), the best approx
imation EnU; X) is interchanged with II Pn' Ilx; on the other hand, in view
of (9) and (11), the norm of the approximant II Pn Ilx is interchanged with
En'(f'; X'). Thus, we are led to a "dual" concept of approximation, with
En'(f'; X'), En'(I'; Y') and (Pn , X)-!., (Pn , y)..L replacing EnU; X), EnU; Y)
and (Pn , X), (Pn , Y), respectively. However, the roles of best approximation
and approximant are to be interchanged (in the sense just mentioned).
The phenomenon in which concepts are interchanged and properties are
reversed when passing over to the dual version (i.e., dual spaces or norms)
is typical, and can, indeed, serve as a guide throughout this section.

Before applying the above notions in a dualized theory, some modifications
and additions are needed. In view of Lemma 2, the Steckin type assertion of
Theorem III gave a characterization of the space XO,1l in terms of a space Y
(satisfying (1) and (B), with a > 0) with XO,Il C Y, while the Zamansky type
assertion gave one in terms of (another, a > 0) space Y with X B,Il :J Y. Conse
quently, a dual approximation concept must take into account the duals Y' of
approximation spaces Y of various orders a. Since the inclusion Y C X is
reversed to X' C y', 4 we shall construct a suitable space of functionals (to be
denoted by Dj) which will contain these duals Y' (for all orders a).

To this end, we consider the intersections Dx , Dy of all approximation
spaces X O,Il and Yo,ll' respectively. In view of (6) and Lemma 2, we have
Dx = D y = n:l Xr,oo' If we endow Dx with the local convex topology
generated by the family {Ilillr.oo;x}; of seminorms ofiE Dx , it is easily shown
that, under this topology, Dx is a Frechet space which contains P and is
dense in Y, by property (Wy). Ifwe endow the dual Dj with the a(Dj ,Dx )

topology, we have for approximation spaces Y of all orders a:?: 0,

X'CY'CDj. (12)

In view of (Pn , X)..L C (Pn , Y)-l and the dual counterpart of (1), namely,

... C (Pn , X)-l C ... C (Po, X)..L = X' C Y' C Dj,

we describe now approximation in the space Dj in terms of a "dual best
approximation." In the above discussion, we were led to the quantities
En'(f'; X'), En'(f'; Y'). But, a statement like {nBEn'(f'; X')} E '*11 [cf. lIb]
yields trivialities since it either holds for all I' E X'(O < 0, I ~ q ~ 00 and
o= 0, q = 00) or only for the zero element. To overcome this difficulty,
we define the right side of (9) as the "dual best approximation" of I' (by
elements of (Pn , X)..L), denoting it by III' II(Pn,x) , the norm of the restriction
ofI' EX' to (Pn , X). This quantity extends En'(f'; X') from X' to Dj since

• This inclusion is meaningful only if Y is dense in X; this, however, follows by (2) and
(Wx )'
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it is also meaningful, i.e., finite, for f' in Dj. This is a consequence of the
fact that the topologies of Dx and X are equivalent on (Pn , X) for each
fixed n, since II Pn IIT,os = supo~ k~n krEiPn ; X) ~ nr /I Pn /Ix for every
Pn E (Pn ,X) and r EN. Defining 11f' l/cPn.Yl similarly, we can now deduce
dual Jackson- and Bernstein type inequalities.

LEMMA 3. (a) The Jackson inequality (1) holds ~f, and only if, (C = C-l)

/I Pn' Ilx' ;;: C(n + 1)0 II Pn' Ii y' (B')

(b) The Bernstein inequality (B) holds if, and only if, (D' = D-l)

(/' E Dx '). (J')

Proof The implication (J) => (B') follows by applying (8) for II Pn' /Ix' and
the corresponding relation for /I Pn' II y' :

By an analogous conclusion, the implications (B') => (J), (B) => (1'), and
(J') => (B) follow, using the relations (10), (9), and (I I), respectively.

Thus, a Jackson inequality for best approximation converts into a dual
Bernstein inequality for the approximants and, conversely, a Bernstein
inequality for approximants converts into a Jackson inequality for dual best
approximation. The dual inequalities (B'), (J') hold for the "small" space
(Pn ,X)J. of approximating functionals and the "large" space D; of
functionals to be approximated, while (B), (J) hold for the "large" (in the
topological sense) space (Pn , X) of approximants and the "small" space Y
of elements to be approximated. We further remark that the exponent in
(B'), (1') has a sign that is opposite of that in (B) and (J). In view of these
"reversal" phenomena, in the following we shall consider dual approximation
assertions such as {n-9 11f' Ilcpn'x,} E l*q with 8 > 0 (instead of -8 > 0) for
elementsf' E Dx' . This means that we consider functionals f' with a certain
rate of increase of their dual best approximation, in contradistinction to
(IIa), showing a certain rate of decrease of best approximation.

THEOREM JIIl. Let X, Y be given as in Theorem JI and let 8 > 0,
~ q ~ 00. Then the following assertions are equivalent for f' E Dx':

(IlIa)

{n-91If~,n Il y ,} E l*q (a < 8), (I1Ib)

f' E y', {no
-

9
11 f' - f~.n /ly,} E 1*q (a > 8). (IlIe)
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Here, f~.n is a functional of X' satisfying, for each Pn E Pn ,

(13)

Such a functional f'X.n exists by the extension theorem of Hahn-Banach
since the restriction off' E Dx' is a continuous linear functional on (Pn , X)
with finite norm 11f' II(Pn.x). If f' E X', then the functional p~'(j'; X') =
f' - f~.n belongs to (Pn , X)~ and satisfies

il!' - p:'(!'; X')llx' = II!' II(p",x) = En'(f; X').

Thus, f~.n plays the role off - Pn*(f; X), and (IIIb), (lIIc) are assertions
of Steckin and Zamansky type, respectively, for p;'(j'; X'). But according
to the "reversal" phenomenon, here f~.n is "smooth", while, originally, the
element Pn *(1; X) of best approximation was "smooth". Thus, we could
also call (lIIb), (IIIc) assertions of Zamansky and Steckin type, respectively,
for f~.n . In this sense, Zamansky and Steckin type assertions are dual
to each other just as are (shown above) the Jackson and Bernstein type
inequalities. We remark further that, as in Theorem Ill, we can prove a
reduction type assertion; namely,

(IIIb*)

which follows immediately from the above theorem, since Ilf~.n IIF' ;?

11f' II(Pn.y) ~ D(n + I)-a 111' II(p".x).
ProofofTheorem lIIl. The proof is quite analogous to that of Theoremll

in view of our approach. For technical reasons, we set Pt = Pet] ,f'x.t =f~,[tl '
for 0 < t < 00, and €k = 2±k, 'Y/k = 2\ Ok = 2-k.

Then by (13), the Bernstein inequality (B') yields

IIf~,t<k+1 - f~,t<k lI y' <; C'(t€k)-a IIf~,t<k+l - f~.t<k Ilx'

<; 2 . 2aC'(t€k)-a II l' II(P2t<k'X) • (14)

A converse is given by the Jackson inequality (J'):

00

II!' II(Pt,x) <; L, [II!' II(ptBk,X) - Ii!' II(ptBk I'X»)
k=O +

00

<; L, Ilf~.tBk - f~.t6k+1II(Pt6 .Xl
k=O &

00

<; 2a L: max(l, (t0k)a) Ilf~,t6k - f'x,t6k+111Y" (15)
k=O
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Now the implications (a) o? (b), (a) o? (c) follow from (14) (case + and 
of €k = 2±k, respectively) and (b) o? (a), (c) o? (a), from (15), by a purely
technical device (see [6]). As an illustration, we choose the most complicated
implication, namely (a) =? (c).

We have first to show thatf' E Y'. Taking t = 1 in (14), (a) yields, in case
a> e,

~ 00

L II f~'~k+l - f~'~k II Y' ~ 2 . 2
a
C' L 2-

ka II f' il(p1)k+l'X)
k~-l k~-l

~

~ 2 . 4a
[ sup k-ollf' I!(p ,X)] L 2IdO- a

) < 00.
O<k<~ k k=O

Thus, L:=-l [f~,1)k+l - f~,1)J converges to an element of Y'. Since
<L;~-l [f~,1)k+1 - f~,1)J, P1)) = <f~,1)n 'P1)) = <f"P1)) for every P1)n E P1)n
and n E N, and since P is dense in Y, it follows that/, E Y'.

Then (14) and the generalized Minkowski inequality give

Observing that Pt = Pet] andf~,t = f~,[tl ' the integrals on both sides can
be replaced by corresponding sums; thus, (c) follows from (a).

We now prove Jackson's and Bernstein's theorem for bounded linear
functionals, which is the counterpart of Theorem Il2.

THEOREM JIl2. Let X, Y be given as in Theorem II, and let e> 0,
I ~ q ~ 00. Then the assertions of Theorem IlIl are equivalent to

f'E y', (a> e). (IIId)

Proof. Suppose (d) holds. Then for every representation f' =h' +f/,
withf/ E X', the inequality (J') gives
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Taking the infimum over all possible representations, we have

n-8 11f' !1(Pn,X) :::::;; max(D'2a , I) na- 8K(n-a,f'; Y', X'),

for every /' E ¥', and (a) follows by (12),
Conversely, by definition of the K functional and (13), we have, for each

/' E ¥',

na- 8K(n-a,f'; ¥', X') :::::;; na- 811f' - f~,n II¥, + n-8 11f' II lpn.x ) '

whence (IIId) follows from (IlIa) plus (lIIc).
Finally, let us consider the duals in relation (6), namely,

(X8,q)' ~ (¥8-a.q)' ~ ((X, ¥)8/a,Q;K)' , (6)'

By the duality theorem for K-intermediate spaces (see [11], [12]),

((X, Y)8/a.Q;K)' .~ (¥', X')l-81a,Q';K (I/q' + I/q = I, 1 :::::;; q < 00),

(q = 00). (16)

Since the assertion (IIId) reads f' E (¥', X')1-8/a,Q';K, with q replaced by q',
Theorem IIl2 and (6)' show that the assertions (IIIa}-(lllc) characterize the
duals of the spaces which occur in Theorem III. This is a final justification
for speaking of Theorem III as the dual of Theorem II,

With the notations of this theorem, we take X = C2", ¥ = C4;), and
Pn = Tn. Then X' is the space BV2" of all 27T-periodic functions of bounded
variation, Dx' becomes the space D of all 27T-periodic distributions, and
(q~))' = {i' ED :1 = glr), g E BV2,,} = BV4;;rl , where the derivatives are to
be understood in the distributional sense. To explain the last notation, we
define the r-th integral of a distribution/' ED by its Fourier series:

00

f' = L: f'''(k) eikX ;

n

Sn+l(j') = L: f'''(k) eikx (n EN)
k=-CI:) -n

where the sum L:' is extended over all integers except zero. Then (j'(-rl)<r) =
f' - f'''(0), and 1If' IIBy(-kJ = If'''(0) I + 11f'(-k) IIBY is an equivalent norm

2'1T 217'

on (C4~»)'. Furthermore, (Tn, C2,,).l = {i' EBV2" :f'''(k) = 0, I k 1< n},

and 11f' II(T",eo,,) = II Sn(j')II(Tn,eo"l = En'(Sn(j'); BV2,,) = infll g IIBYO" , where
the infimum is taken over all g EBV2" whose Fourier-coefficients of order up
to n are equal to those of /'. (Note that in contrast to this, En(f; C2,,) =
inf 11 h Ileo" , where the infimum is taken over all h E C2" whose Fourier
coefficients of order ~n are equal to those off!).
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Observing these various facts (see Scherer [12]) and relations (7), (16),
we can formulate as a consequence of Theorem III, case q = I:

THEOREM IV. Let f be a 27T-periodic distribution, and let IX, r, k, I be as in
Theorem 1. The following assertions are equivalent:

00 IL [n-<x-rEn'(SnU'); BV2,,)] Ii < 00;
n~l

00 I
~ [nk-<x-r 11j'I-k) II 1- < 00;
L. C.".n BV." n
n~l

(IVa)

(IVb)

f' = gCl), g E BV2" with
00 IL [n1-<x-r II g - 1'(-1) II ] - < 00'

n=l C.",n BV." n '
(lVc)

l' = h(r), h belonging to the dual of lip* IX, 0 < IX < 2. (IVd)

The functions f~.".n E BV2" satisfy the conditions f~.",nA(k) = j'A(k) for
I k I < n and Ilf~ n IIEI': = En'(SnU'); BV2,,)·

21'" 211

Such functions exist in view of the Hahn-Banach theorem. In view of
(IVd), the case r = 0 of this theorem gives approximation theoretical
characterizations of the dual of lip* IX in the sense of the theorems of
Jackson, Bernstein, Steckin and Zamansky. Characterizations of a very
different type may be found in De Leeuw [9].
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